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 The purpose of this paper is to propose a model to test the factors influencing on spread in Malaysia 
securitization market. An extension Vink’s model is tested and revalidated to determine and measure 
the factors influencing spread of securitized firms in Malaysia. The study consists firm characteristics 
and macroeconomic factors. Firm characteristic factors based on Vink’s model, such as Liquidity and 
Leverage. In addition, economic and market condition factors such as Interest and Inflation also 
maintain high impact to spread securitized firms. Ordinary Least square method, Panel data and 
multiple regression analysis are applied for the study period 2004-2012. The result shows two 
determinants influence or contribute to the primary market spread and are statistically significant in 
developing the securitization in Malaysia. It can be concluded that inflation and interest rate 
significantly contribute to the determinant of primary market spread. From four hypotheses, two 
hypotheses support that the determinants had a relationship with primary market spread. The result 
may become a model and benchmark for other ASEAN countries to be used as Malaysia resilient 
during subprime mortgage in 2008.  
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1. Introduction 

Asset Backed Securities (ABS) in the US and Europe are rising extremely and they have concerned numerous fixed income 
depositors to discover in this ABS market for a diversity of asset assignment. The methods are more compound and complex 
monetary instrumented, Giddy (2000) predicts that ABS had an aptitude to handover risk with little loss of income by a departure 
of good monetary asset for a company. Securitization by finding procedure is the course where uniform but illiquid asset's 
pooling and packaging process is performed with security interest based on incoming cash flows and sold to third party investors 
(Lumpkin, 1999). Since October 2012, ABS has represented alternative long-term funding of auto loans, lease, credit card 
receivables and commercial mortgages. For the case of Malaysia, the Malaysian Market Cagamas, was formed in 1986 based 
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on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac of USA (Gangwani, 1998). Therefore, Cagamas utilities as a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) 
between investor of long-term funds and house mortgage lenders, is the major imperative matter of securities tools in Malaysia 
by far. Securitization market in Malaysia was only estimated at RM45.5 billion at the end of 1996 and this is due to the fact that 
the other parts of asset, instead of Cagamas, have not been very strong. The Securities Commission (SC) in 2001 provided 
obligatory rules securitization of asset and released its rules on the Offering of ABS. On the tenth of April 2001, regarding its 
possible important involvement to the debt market of Malaysia, it provided a contribution for insuring Collateralized Bond 
Obligation (CBO) with the help of Prisma Assets Berhad (2001) which was supported through Ringgit-denominated bonds' 
pool. An additional CBO deal was supported by Collateralized Loan Obligation (CLO) and by corporate bonds supported by 
recovering business loans pursuit in the same year. Till December 2012, an anticipated 101 planned dealings have been accepted 
underneath the Securities Commissions (SC) rules on private debt securities, ABS and supplementary planned merchandises, 
all of which encompassed an array of asset classes. In a related development in Malaysia, sukuk grew to over US148bil 
(RM473.7billion) as at June 2013 from US1.5 billion (RM4.8billion) in 2001. The Malaysian sukuk comprises 60.4% from 
outstanding sukuk in other parts of the world (Fong, 2013). The researchers here are motivated to find the determinant of the 
primary market spread of Asset Back Securities to develop it in Malaysia and set to become the best alternative resource for 
capital structure in order to raise funds, the Security Commission in Malaysia introduced guideline on how to issue asset-backed 
securitization (ABS) in 2001. The securitization is a creative process of raising funds by issuing marketable securities that are 
backed by future cash flows from revenue producing assets. Until October 2012, ABS represented alternative long-term funding 
of auto loans, lease, credit card receivables and commercial mortgages (Bakri et al., 2015). Apart from mortgages securitized 
by Cagamas, securitization of other assets has not been very strong in Malaysia, so here researcher would like to focus on ABS 
compared with other type of securitization such as Collateral Debt Obligation (CDO) and others. 
 
The objective of this study is to examine both internal (company specific) and external (macroeconomic market condition) 
determinants of the primary market spread. We investigate the selected determinants of the primary market spread based on the 
regression model and main factors that determine primary market spread. We also discover issues and impact of spread in 
securitization in the primary market in Malaysia. The research question involved is what are the most influence factor of Primary 
Market Spread? Based on regression model by Vink (2008), the study will examine the determinants of primary market spread 
which are suitable to develop an Asset Backed Securitization model in Malaysia. The significance of this study is related to 
corporations which Asset Back Securities  alternative cheaper source of fund and  securities with Sukuk and Bond reduce of the 
cost of bankruptcy by setting up a Special Purpose Vehicle and company will use our result to determine what variable influence 
and significance to the primary market spread (Bakri et al., 2016). Significance to investors where the buyer from capital market 
would be able to get a superior return than current instrument such as Fixed Deposit with the right price. The limitation of this 
study is on determinant of primary market spread and not on secondary market and the data collection of Malaysia Companies. 
      
In view of the fact that from 1970s, there are numerous broad studies associated to issues that influence the corporate bond 
pricing, few experiential proofs on the issues affect the residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) price in nearly developed 
countries counting Malaysia. Malaysia is recognized as a main division of the bond market (Fabozzi & Vink, 2012). In the UK, 
RMBS is established to be the major securitization division and a large amount of experiential proofs on the issues that influence 
pricing subject of RMBS has been reported. Despite the fact that Cagamas is the major factor for Residential and Commercial 
Mortgage-Backed Securities (CMBS), there are few studies on primary market spread determinants including Tranches, Credit 
Rating, Enhancement, Lead Manager, Rating Agencies, Transaction Size, Loan Size , Maturity, Loan to Value, Retained, Year 
of Issue, Type of Interest Rate, Currency and Currency Risk (Vink, 2008). Consequently, this research aims to fill the research 
gap of primary market spread securitization in Malaysia with reference to Liquidity and Leverage. 
 
In forecasting CMBS loan performance, Seagraves (2012) suggested supplementary data regarding the loan originators 
including firm type, that is the degree that originators keep an equity stake in aiming CMBS. The discovery of his study 
contributes that a shareholder must not depend merely on a certain issue, including credit rating and should consider additional 
issues including leverage and liquidity as suggested by Fabozzi and Vink (2012). This entails that shareholders emerge not to 
depend completely on these ratings despite the fact that credit ratings contribute as chief position in establishing spreads since 
a lot of additional issues compromising enhancement, loan to value, nature of asset, time of issue and number of trenches (Ali 
et al., 2015).The discussions conducted by Fabozzi (1998), Riddiough (1997), Black and Scholes (1973) and Ingersol (1987) 
propose the worth of an extracted security including Collateralized Mortgage Obligation (CMO) can be traced to a particular 
set of fundamental factors including discount rates and cash flow to conclude an arbitrage-free price. They propose that security 
prices can diverge from basic worth. Gordon (1959), Summers (1986) and Schiller (1989) discuss that the primary values are 
dissimilar since shareholders price the securities in a different way. However, the continuation of an extraction from essentials 
can point out that the market for those securities is not working proficiently, despite the fact that it is considered that this 
extraction will make an arbitrage occasion. As discussed earlier, previous securitization in the US, European and worldwide 
capital markets are increasing extremely. Recently, securitization has achieved secured position in business financing and 
investment group, since it supplies originators an inexpensive basis of sponsorship and better investment return (Giddy, 2003). 
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He predicts that securitization transforms illiquid assets that contribute into tradable securities. This is aligned with managers 
that make over the risk using proper separation of financial assets from a corporation or financial institution with tiny revenue 
loss (Giddy, 2000). The assets, whenever alienated as of the originator, are used as support for high-quality securities planned 
to request to investors, counting residential market (Ripain, 2006). As documented in numerous securitization researches, 
spreads are regularly connected with credit rating, loan to value and transaction size in developed countries. There are few 
studies which have focused on other factors beyond credit rating especially in non US Asset (Fabozzi & Vink, 2009). According 
to them, issue of spread towards primary market is frequently unnoticed, mutually in previous study. In practice, with significant 
unsatisfactory regard to the fact that determinant has vital significance when searching to sketch the concluding assessment of 
issuing securitization, it has become an underlying research issue of this study. For most corporations, as the loan originators, 
the decision to securitize the asset as the alternative cheaper source of fund (Giddy, 2003) and securities with corporate bond 
reduce the cost of bankruptcy by setting up a Special Purpose Vehicle. Likewise, portfolio managers on long term investors 
have the ability to invest in highly rated securities with better return (Giddy, 2001). As such, they have the ability to monetize 
non liquid assets (Eross et al., 2019), the transfer of credit risk and simultaneously to cater for their specific needs. Preceding 
researches in Western debt markets have characteristically investigated merely three aspects of determinants of primary market 
on recovery and default danger specifications, by examining the various factors which are credit enhancement, loan to value, 
credit rating maturity; seven marketability specifications including transaction size, lead managers quantity, tranche size, 
tranches quantity, credit rating agencies quantity, whether the subject is hold or not and lastly category of interest rate and one 
general risk feature which is money risk (Vink & Thibeault, 2008). Regarding previous studies and based on the best of our 
knowledge, there is presently no research which analyzes the primary market spread determinants of the Malaysian securitization 
market. 
 
The significance of the study is sufficiently noted on the three types of securitization, ABS, RMBS and CMBS which is yet to 
be investigated empirically. In addition, there is no experiential research analyzing the connection among primary market spread 
and leverage and liquidity as determinants of primary market spread in Malaysia. Prominently, a few is recognized regarding 
the places of both determinants in developing securitization framework in Malaysia on how these factors relate with spread 
which requires further study. In addition, the study extends further on the underlying theories and the models in terms of 
explaining those determinants of primary market spread studies. 
 
2. Literature review 
 
This section reviews the literature on models or theoretical explanations in relation to the primary market spread. There are a 
number of models or theoretical explanations relating to spread, which are theory of pricing based on literature from Merton 
(1974), Black and Cox (1976), Leland (1994), Duffee (2002), Duffie and Garleanu (2001) and Vink (2008). Theory of Capital 
Structure is based on Trade Off and Pecking Order. According to Merton (1974), it fixes the step for progression. The available 
literature has evolved with two major issues that developed the Merton's framework namely the approaches by Leland (1994) 
and Black and Cox (1976). These significant studies are discussed at the beginning to display the stages for the appraisal of the 
previous studies. In determining this valuable study, Black and Scholes (1973) propose how their loom can be employed in 
philosophy concerning the credit-risk debt valuation. In a significant study, Brennan and Schwartz (1978) formed the assessment 
of the problem of optimal capital structure and credit-risk debt employing numerical approaches. Black and Cox (1976) 
characterized an important version of Merton (1974) in numerous features. Primarily, they form safety covenants that permit 
the creditors to conquest the borrowing company when it is worth falls beneath a convinced threshold: VB . B𝑒−𝛾(𝑇−𝑡) in which 
T- t is the stated time to the debt contract maturity. This imposes the default time vague, ex ante. Equity is no more a European 
call alternative on the borrowing of corporation's assets. It is a destitute call alternative on the corporation's assets which mention 
that the safety covenants presence transmits worth of equity to creditors. This permits the debt issuance at a tighter spread, ex 
ante. Next, they think higher on subordinated debt and they understand their valuations. Then, they expand a method to worth 
coupon-paying hazardous bonds by means of the endogenous default border, having and not having asset sale limitations, and 
show that asset sale restrictions and safety covenants can aim to progress the creditor’s rights and augment the debt worth. 
Merton (1974) has valued an uncertain coupon bond considering that assets could be sold to finance coupon expenditure. Black 
and Cox (1976) evaluate Merton’s formula and clear the valuation results in impressing asset sale limitations and safety 
covenants. 
      
Previous studies focus more on Merton (1974) by clearly connecting a firm's default risk to the unpredictability in the firm’s 
asset worth. Despite the fact that this row of study has been established in showing qualitatively significant features of pricing 
credit dangers, it is not much more of a triumphant practical application. There have been very little papers that even tried to 
price particular instruments. Others provided a standard reference in which they find that corporations are having very easy 
capital arrangements. A Merton kind of replica is incapable to value investment grade corporate bonds which are superior in 
comparison with naïve replica that is supposedly has no default risk. The shortage of achievement is indebted to the complexity 
of modeling sensible boundary situations. These limitations are in the occasion of evasion in which the separation of the worth 
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of the firm is between claimants and conditions below in which defaults happen. Firms’ capital arrangements are moderately 
multifaceted and precedence policies are frequently violated (Sharif et al., 2018). On these issues, substitute modeling method 
is followed in recent papers, including Duffie and Singleton (1997), Jarrow and Turnbull (1995) and Madan and Unal (1994). 
Scholars additionally pursue to expand Merton-style approaches to tackle these issues. It is notable to state that securitization 
has important effect throughout US subprime disaster. The disaster in praise marketplace from the spring of 2007 has worsened 
supervisors, surprised investors and weakened banking industry's solvency Taylor (2010). Altman (2007) discusses that praise 
as marketplace pricing of praise danger was excessive and a credit bubble was in attendance. As disaster struck, Fender and 
Hordahl (2007) as well as Turnbull (2008) explain the untimely growth of the disaster and the way it has extended all through 
the financial scheme. 
 
Despite the fact that its effect has been extensively felt, the beginning of fresh turmoil exists in loans solvency. Principally, 
fairly particular division of the US prearranged merchandise marketplace that is a sub-prime Residential Mortgage- Backed 
Securities market. Commentators have credited the issues to a main refuse in below-script of principles joint with a recession in 
the housing marketplace persuaded by increasing interest rates (Perraudin & Wu, 2008). Experimental analysis on praise spreads 
on ABS is not easy compared to the same action for business bonds which are known as the multifaceted arrangement connected 
with a securitization transaction.  
 
The financial disaster that started a slump in US housing marketplaces as a rising quantity of hedge and banks funds created 
considerable losses on MBS and subprime mortgages. The disaster has gradually structured as the primary months of 2007. For 
example, at the end of 2007 February, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) promoted that it will no 
more purchase the riskiest subprime mortgages. It means that a great piece of the securitization and origination process of 
subprime MBS will force to be transferred to the private section. Standard and Poor and Moody's Investor Services that demoted 
over 100 bonds, it was reversed by second-line subprime mortgages in June 2007. However, a main pace in the direction of a 
spiraling disaster was highlighted by Fitch Ratings’ choice in August 2007 to demote one of the main companies particularly in 
intermediation of mortgage in the subprime division, Countrywide Financial Co. consequently, Countrywide was enforced to 
use the whole $11.5 billion obtainable in its credit lines through additional banks. It was a tender proof that the disaster was 
intended to increase from the finance marketplace to the monetary mediators reversing its operators (Guidolin & Tam, 2013). 
 
3. Research methodology 
 
3.1 Primary market spread 
 
The primary market refers to the initial market in which new issues of bonds are distributed or placed but before the official 
issue on the (optional) date of the bonds. Different from straight bond in which the transaction will be done through bond dealer, 
the asset-backed securitization (ABS) will be issued by special-purpose vehicle (SPV) through the bank dealer. All the financial 
institutions that have right to issue asset-backed securitization (ABS) must have a license from the Securities Commission (SC). 
       
To determine the yield of asset-backed securitization (ABS) in the primary market, it will be based on the length of maturity 
and may also depend on the underlying assets itself. Therefore, one of the complications in the yield is that it is different both 
in maturity and underlying assets to be securitized, as opposed to normal bond; hence it will represent a different yield. This is 
justified as ABS in most cases will be issued in tranches that have different maturity and yield (Gangwani, 1998; Vink, 2008). 
When issuing asset-backed securitization (ABS) to the investors, the special- purpose vehicle (SPV) has the obligation to pay 
the interest and principal. In asset- backed securitization (ABS), the payment of interest is an obligation on each of the bond 
issues which are dependent on the underlying lease payments from the originator. These payments are structured on matching 
tenures with the sub-lease. Thus, the ability of the originator to pay the lease assets will influence the interest determination. 
Besides, the interest obligation, when issuing the ABS, SPV also has the obligation to repay the principal to the ABS holders. 
The final bullet-structured principal repayments at the expected maturity for every bond category are reliant on the auction of 
the pledged specifications, each using the buy alternative or throughout sending to third parties. The loan spread (main 
marketplace spread) characterizes the price for the danger connected with the safety on the foundation of data at the time of 
issue. In the study example, the spread is described as the margin achieved by the security at issue over an equivalent benchmark. 
The spread is shown in basis points. For floating rate problems, the spread is stated as a quoted margin on top of the Interbank 
Offered Rate. For permanent rate problems, the spread is shown in foundation points in excess of the closest standard of 
corresponding maturity. 
 
3.2 Data 
 
Greene (2003) mentions that the investigator might be permitted to inspect the dynamics of alter in short time series recurring 
remarks of cross sections by means of panel data investigation. Furthermore, it permits the investigator to have an immense 
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flexibility regarding distinctions modeling and to arrest diverse performance across personal cross section. Furthermore, it 
supplies additional flexibility, supplementary degree of freedom, supplementary spread, fewer collinear between variables while 
employing panel data that will create competence in generate results. Furthermore, it enhanced the quantity and quality of 
information by considering different dimensions. The complex behavioral approaches can be catered through panel data 
investigation. Since panel data is connected to personal firms, eventually this leads to heterogeneity. The heterogeneity issue 
obviously has been considered by panel data approximation by allowing for personal precise variables. Consequently, this study 
inspects the yearly information of 90 tranches of securitization from January 2004 to December 2012 of nationwide markets in 
Malaysia. The final samples consist of 346 observations, using panel data analysis. The final sample of the acquirers and targets 
is compiled applying the following criteria: 
 
i) Each Malaysian company issues Asset-Back Securities as rating by RAM 
ii) The transaction is announced and completed between 2004 to 2012. 

3.3 Internal Determinants 

In the non-crisis eras and particularly in the result of the Great Crisis, we detect that for major spreads, yields tend to regulate 
in the instructions—uphill for achievements on high (low) default (liquidity) risk bonds, and downward for yields on high (low) 
default (liquidity) risk bonds—that are companionable with mean-reversion and spreads’ stationarity(Guidolin & Tam, 
2013).Sabry and Okongwu (2009) prove that in the U.S. context, securitization has augmented the accessibility of credit and 
reduced its cost. More precisely, they display that a 10 percent growth in securitization action suggests a reduction of among 4 
and 64 basis points on yield spreads, relying on the exact type of the loan. The shadow banking scheme in the form of special 
investment vehicles (SIVs) was extremely leveraged. Characteristically the leverage ratio was about 1:15 but in some cases, as 
the study for yield intensified in a bull market of constriction credit spreads, the leverage ratios gotten 1:40 and even 1:50. To 
put this into viewpoint, the hedge fund Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) was operating leverage of 1:30 at the time of 
its demise and made important disturbance of the marketplaces in 1998 all lonely. In operation, what occurred in 2007—08 was 
hundreds of LTCMs, all gearing up to an advanced leverage ratio, all making the similar trade, and all failing. Kleimeier and 
Megginson (1996) study leverage is extremely definitely connected with loan spread. The coefficients for the leverage factor in 
the regressions accessible in columns 11 and 12 average a significant 63.6, inferring that growing a project’s leverage from, say, 
0.60 to 0.70 will reason loan spreads to upsurge by about 6.4 basis points. 

3.4 External Determinants 

The spread is both an economically and statistically important forecaster of inflation (Kozicki, 1997). The spread clarifies among 
one percent (for France) and thirty three percent (for Sweden) of the disparity in inflation at a four-year horizon (i.e., over the 
year ending four years in the future). At this prospect, approximations of the coefficient on the spread are statistically and 
positive significant for six of the ten countries examined. Furthermore, to being statistically significant, the spread is an 
economically significant forecaster inflation. For instance, all else equal, a one hundred basis-point reduction in the UK yield 
spread will end to a 1.26 percentage point decrease in anticipated UK inflation at a four-year horizon. 
       
Initially, in US bond marketplaces, Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) originated proof of a negative relation for both variations in 
the short-term interest rate and variations in business asset value. A weaker but important negative relationship among changes 
in credit spreads and interest rates was similarly originated by Duffee (1998) while Neal et al. (2000) recognized a negative 
association only for the short term and a setback to a positive connection for the long run. Plosser and Rouwenhorst (1994) state 
that the spread’s conduct is dependable with real commercial cycle concept. In a real commercial cycle model, comparatively 
great anticipated prospect development would suggest rising real interest rates and a steepening of the term structure. The 
converse would happen if growth was anticipated to slow. Therefore, the spread can signal anticipated variations in the economy 
that are regard to nonmonetary shocks. 

3.5 Econometric Specification  

A panel has the form 𝑋𝑖𝑡 , i=1,...,N t=1,...,T, where i is the individual dimension and t is the time dimension. A general panel 
data regression model is written as: 
 
ƴ𝑖𝑡= 𝛼 + 𝛽′𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡. (1) 

 
Therefore, by integrating Eq. (1) to Eq. (2), we could achieve to 
following equation: 



 438𝜏𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1𝐿𝐿𝑄𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿𝐿𝑉𝐺𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐼𝑁𝐹𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐿𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 + 𝑣𝑖. (2) 
 
Table 1 supplies data on the amount of correlation among the explanatory factors deployed in the multivariate regression 
examination. The matrix displays that in general the correlation among the bank-specific factors is not robust signifying that 
multicollinearity issues are either not simple or non-existent. Kennedy (2008) states that multicollinearity is an issuance the 
correlation is above 0.80, which is not the case here. 

4. Empirical findings  
 
The regression outputs concentrating on the relationship among monetary institutions' success and the descriptive factors are 
shown in Table 2. To jam space, the full regression outputs, that comprise both firm- and time-specific fixed impacts are not 
shown in the paper. Numerous general comments concerning the test outputs are warranted. The model executes practically 
well, with most factors remaining stable across the numerous regressions tested. The explanatory power of the models is likewise 
sensibly high, as the F-statistics and Wald χ2 statistics for all models are important at the one percent level. 
 
Table 1  
Correlation matrix for the explanatory variables 

 Independent Variables LLQD LLVG LINFL LINTR 
LLQD 1    
LLVG -0.052 1   
LINFL 0.031 -0.189 1  
LINTR 0.070 0.023 0.013 1 

 

Table 2     
Multivariate regressions results 

 (1)  
Fixed effects  

(2)  
Random effects  

(3)  
Fixed effects  

(4)  
Random effects  

CONSTANT 5.486*** 
(239.69) 

5.382*** 
(81.09) 

-4.882*** 
(-2.88) 

-2.805 
(-1.64) 

Firm Characteristic     
LLQD -0.0677** 

(-2.19) 
-0.099*** 

(-3.40) 
-0.023 
(–0.96) 

-0.053** 
(-2.23) 

LLVG 0.0483** 
(-2.21) 

–0.042** 
(–2.09) 

0.002 
(0.15) 

–0.003 
(–0.17) 

Economic and Market 
Conditions 

    

LINF - - 2.567*** 
(6.93) 

2.085*** 
(5.58) 

LINT - - -1.213*** 
(-13.21) 

-1.213*** 
(-12.75) 

R2 0.1330 0.1514 0.4399 0.4349 
F-statistic 5.33*** - 57.53***  
Wald χ2 - 16.54*** - 208.67*** 

χ2 8.45** - 95.61***  
No. of observations 387 387 387 387 

Notes: Values in parentheses are t-statistics.***, **, and * indicates significance at 1, 5, and 10% levels. 

In identifying the determinants of primary market spread in Malaysia, statistical data tabulated in Table 2 shows the estimation 
results of primary market securitization in Malaysia. The estimation output exhibits that coefficients for liquidity, leverage and 
interest are negatively significant at 0.05 and 0.01 level, while coefficients for inflation is positively significant at 0.01 level for 
estimation model. The significant negative relationship at 0.01 level from liquidity, leverage and interest on the primary market 
spread is sustained with the findings of Gabbi and Sironi (2002) and Firla-Cuchra (2005). It is a significant and negative 
relationship at 0.1 level from inflation to spread. The F-statistic regression results for estimation models reject the null hypothesis 
meaningfully that coefficient values on descriptive variables for primary market spread are zero (0) worth. During the panel 
equation evaluation for primary market spread, the noteworthy of F-statistic at 0.01 level in the fixed effect test displays that 
the fixed effect approximation is more desirable. The survival of heteroscedasticity is obvious over the important result made 
as of the F-statistic in the pooled OLS. This permits one to defend the appropriate employment of fixed effect model and GLS 
with random effect model. Consequently, the Fixed Effect seems to be the best model to clarify factor that influence primary 
market spread. In the designated model of the fixed effect, there are important positive associations at 0.01 level as for inflation 
to spread. Additionally, there is an important negative association at 0.01 level as of interest to spread. The inflation coefficient 
is presenting the uppermost worth between all other factors, in which inflation upsurge may permit an increase in the spread. 
This indicates that the FE is fit and valid in analyzing the statistical data collected from the model. The influence of  LINT on 
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spread is important in the regression models, suggesting that throughout the period underneath study the Malaysia primary 
market spread. 
5. Conclusion  

The empirical findings of this study suggest that all the firm-specific determinant variables have a statistically significantly 
impact on the primary market spread in Malaysia. During the period under study, the results suggest that Liquidity is negatively 
related to primary market spread it means that the more liquid of the firm less spread or margin. The experiential results of this 
research propose that all the firm-specific determinant factors have a statistically meaningfully effect on the primary market 
spread in Malaysia in internal regression model and it is stimulating to note that the coefficient of the variable lose its explanatory 
power once other macroeconomic and monetary indicators are managed for. Throughout the period underneath research, the 
outputs propose that leverage positively connected to primary market spread. The experiential results seem to propose that the 
liquidity is negatively connected to Malaysia primary market spread. Instead, inflation have definitely and interest have 
negatively connection and meaningfully clarified the variations in the primary market spread of Malaysia companies. 
      
The results of this research have substantial policy significance. It can be discussed that the more spread of the company will be 
capable to offer more new merchandises and services. Therefore, the technology advancement role is chiefly significant given 
that a firm with comparatively more advanced technologies may have a supplementary benefit over its peers. The sustained 
achievement of the Malaysia securitize relies on its effectiveness, spread and competitiveness. Forthcoming study could 
comprise more factors including firm size, tranche size, debt and gross domestic product that relate to the primary market spread. 
Regarding the methodology, a time series and generalize approach of moments could also be employed. 
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